
❖ Improve lexis development and reading comprehension by 

exploiting semantic fields (done by collaboration: department -

writer of the text (via reading strategies) – reader)

❖ In other words, access what’s in the head of the bat the lion the 

human – find a path between them. 

❖ Challenge: schema conflict – the need to accommodate or 

assimilate, not reject, when there is mismatch

Activate schema x

Explicate schema ✓

❖ My experience: In-sessional law: needs analyses consistently 
show ‘law vocabulary’ one of top three needs of students. 

❖ ESAP teacher should understand conceptual structure of 
subject (Dudley Evans, 1993); arguably there is need to teach 
‘carrier content’ (see Hyland, 2002). 

❖ Social Science lexis: Objects in our world have more fixedness 
or less fuzziness than concepts (Aitchison, 2010). 

Reading 

❖ We all teach students formal schema

❖ It is our responsibility to assist with content schema? 

❖ Dictionaries are (ontologically) insufficient and are also a risk.

Accessing the Schema of  your Students and 

the Subject Specialists (Arts, Humanities, 

Social Sciences) 

Wittgenstein: If a lion could speak, we could not understand him.

Nagel: What would be left of what it was like to be a bat if one removed the viewpoint of the bat? 
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Professor 1 Professor 2 Student A Student B

Text (International law/political science)

Departments provide texts, teachers analyse texts; students  produce network of relationships from head or dictionary; teachers assess 

suitability of text (do NOT rely on department) or design support needed for comprehension. Support options: change text ; scaffold key 

terms. 

Problems and further work: Weaknesses in measures of semantic relatedness; improving access to suitable small world networks

Conclusion


